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Features and Benefits
Features and Benefits
Functional and Stylish Design Simple and
Brighter, Wide-Angle Light Outstanding
reliable cable actuation with trim fittings of
luminosity across a spectrum of RGB colors plus
timeless contemporary design.
improved brightness in every part of the bathtub.
Durable Finish Electric chrome plated copper.
Efficiency Uses high-power LEDs that are
Easy to Operate The “Easy Grasp” knob with
better than older lighting solutions while making
extension handle is easy to operate. Simply turn
a comparable impact.
the knob to open/close the tub drain.
Contemporary Mounts nearly flush to the tub
wall to fit cleanly with its shape and surface.
Convenience Front serviceable for ease
of access.

Fast Draining The overflow port provides
Adaptable Build A smaller body
pressure relief to ensure fast and efficient
accommodates both thin and thick tub walls.
tub draining.
Connect multiple lights easily without loss
Easy
Installation Installed using threaded
of brightness.
retainers.
Cost Effectiveness Standard housing diameter
In
Stocktool
Same
day shipping
upon request.
reduces
changes
in production.
Also, fully
integrates with existing TOUCHSTONE controls
without an additional transformer.
Immediately Available Product in stock. No
minimums. Same-day shipping available.

Exceptional service support: Cable Drains are supported by the best engineering, sales and
customer
careservice
in the Whirlpool
industry. Controls are supported by the best engineering,
Exceptional
support: Bath
TOUCHSTONE
sales and customer care in the Whirlpool Bath industry for over 25 years.
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CICL-297 Light & CCBL-366 Cable

Cable Drain
Ordering

Specifications

CICL-297-01-01-01 Light, 4.45 CM, Hi Intensity

Dimensions

1-3/4” Dia. Face, 1-1/4” Length

Electrical Rating

Extra-Low Voltage, Class 2 Accessory

LED, 3 RGB, Low Profile,

Front
Removeable
Lens
Cable
Drain
operates

NuWhirl’s
the drain feature of a walk-in,
CCBL-366
Cable, 6’ Length,
Installation
®
provides for safety overflow.
soaker, or standard Whirlpool bath and
4 Position MTA Connector
Hole Size
1-5/16”
It is conveniently operated by an “Easy Grasp” rotary knob.
Special Installation Notes

Features
and Benefits
Must use recommended silicone for lip sealing; see installation instructions
Functional and Stylish Design Simple and

Fast Draining The overflow port provides

reliable cable actuation with trim fittings of

pressure relief to ensure fast and efficient

CCBL-366 required

Multiple lights
can be daisy
chained together (refer to controller
spec for number of lights)
timeless
contemporary
design.
tub draining.
Adaptor required
for use with
Command
and Command
Flow controls
Durable
Finish Electric
chrome
platedSystem
copper.
Easy Installation
Installed using threaded

Easy to Operate The “Easy Grasp” knob with

retainers.

extension handle is easy to operate. Simply turn

In Stock Same day shipping upon request.

the knob to open/close the tub drain.

Exceptional
service
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Cable
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customer care in the Whirlpool Bath industry.
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